Whether it be a small intimate affair or a grand wedding. I will
make sure those finer details have been acknowledged and looked
after, I will design your day with every little detail taken care of,
like your fairy godmother, and after all I am not just your planner
but your friend too. I am and will be your rock, I will be there for
the ups and downs up until your day has arrived, I will breathe with
you, I will scream with you, I will be your shoulder to cry on and I
will laugh and smile with you – I am there for YOU…

FULL WEDDING PLANNING
This is your God mother package, the package where you don’t have the time or you don’t know where to start
– Our first consultation we will discuss your theme (don’t panic if you don’t have one, I can help you design it) I
want to get to know who you are and your style, get to know what your main worries are. From this I will use
my experience and creativity to bring your amazing day together from start to finish.
Tasks include;
I will supply a detailed spreadsheet with prices and services that you will need
Venue & supplier sourcing
Corresponding with all suppliers with times
Overlooking your budget/payments and keeping on track of it
Attending all meetings with suppliers and your venue
Itinerary of the day and leading up to it (payment schedules, appointments etc)
Guests List & RSVP Management
Mood board based on what we have discussed and what I have designed for you
Unlimited emails and phone calls
Attending your day to oversee it all

Full planning package is between 12-15% of your budget – Min. fee £2500

Partial Planning
So you have done the majority of the planning but need that extra pair of hands to take it away so you can
concentrate on you.
This package i will help you with the following tasks:
An initial meeting to discuss what you have done so far and what needs to be done, including a list of suppliers,
contracts, payments etc I will double check it all and see if anything has been missed

Managing suppliers and the venue with supplying them all with deadlines etc.
Attending your day to oversee it all
RSVP Management
Partial planning package fee starts from £1500.00

On the day Co-ordination
You have everything planned, booked all your suppliers, cake tasting, food tasting the works, but you need
someone on the day to make sure it runs smoothly. I will correspond with all suppliers a couple of months
before with timings, discuss your floor plans with your venue. This package is for couples that need that support
on the day, so they can go off and enjoy.

Price will start from £450.
Supplier & Venue sourcing
I also offer supplier sourcing, I will look for the right venue or supplier that you are after.
First initial supplier is £120 and then £30 thereafter for each supplier.
Hire Societies does not just organise weddings, but will also organise your company and private events, from
galas, awards to baby showers. Please contact me for pricing.

